
ONETEL CASE STUDY

The One-Tel Collapse: Lessons for Corporate Governance. 1. Introduction. This is a case study on the collapse of
One-Tel. 1. At the time of its collapse in May.

D, Wilson. Tel run high centralization as the managers only do what Jody told them. Rodney Adler and John
Greaves were the two non-executive directors with the latter acting as the board chair. Thus, CEO
compensation and firm performance were disjointed at One. Card to One. The One. As a Chartered
Accountant, he should be able to properly assess One. Tel attempted to create a youth-oriented image to sell
their mobile phones and One. Tel are in the form of poor leadership, ambiguity task and fear. It paid dearly to
acquire telecommunication license to position itself in the market. Tel to concentrate on its oil and gas
businesses. Size structure relationship The organizational structure has a major role in daily operation of
organization. John Greaves-Chief Financial Officer: Greaves relied on the financial information supplied to
him by others, including the executing directors. A,  This is so even though the director honestly believed the
action to be in the best interest of the company. The evidence presented by ASIC did not establish on the
balance of probabilities that the defendants had failed to disclose or withhold financial information from One.
The emergence of problems: the year [ edit ] In March One. The strategic manager acts as the brain of the
organization, developing visions and strategic goals. History[ edit ] One Tel began operations in May  In
March One. Recognise and manage risk, approving and monitoring the progress of major capital expenditure,
capital management, acquisitions and divestitures, and approving and monitoring financial and other
reporting; 4 The actual division of powers is dictated by the internal rules of the company, including the
articles of association of the company and the provisions of the Company Act itself Kala. Tel without having a
thought for maintaining cash reserves at a level which ensured liquidity. One Tel had poor financial reporting
quality including poor earnings quality. Net and One. He did not care for the benefits of shareholders,
company and employees of One-Tel. Finally, it is found that all the directors mentioned above has breach the
corporate governance rule as a director of a company one way or another. One-Tel had troubles with its cash
balance, creditors, earnings, and debtors. They also did not stop to apprise the accounting system used to
control the payments and collections system. Tel and a terrible deal for Optus. T,  Tel should change the
structure from simple structure to professional bureaucracy.


